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ABSTRACT
One reason that human interaction with technology is difficult
to understand is because the way in which people perform in-
teractive tasks is highly adaptive. One such interactive task is
menu search. In the current article we test the hypothesis that
menu search is rationally adapted to (1) the ecological struc-
ture of interaction, (2) cognitive and perceptual limits, and
(3) the goal to maximise the trade-off between speed and ac-
curacy. Unlike in previous models, no assumptions are made
about the strategies available to or adopted by users, rather the
menu search problem is specified as a reinforcement learning
problem and behaviour emerges by finding the optimal pol-
icy. The model is tested against existing empirical findings
concerning the effect of menu organisation and menu length.
The model predicts the effect of these variables on task com-
pletion time and eye movements. The discussion considers
the pros and cons of the modelling approach relative to other
well-known modelling approaches.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, a trend has been for models of hu-
man performance to encompass the adaptive nature of inter-
action [15, 22, 31, 32, 34, 41]. In these models a sequence of
user actions is predicted from an analysis of what it is ratio-
nal for a user to do given an interface design and given known
constraints on human cognition. These analyses take into ac-
count the costs and benefits of each action to the user so as to
compose actions into efficient behavioural sequences. Exam-
ples include models of multitasking in which the time spent
on each of two or more tasks is determined by their relative
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benefits and time costs [24, 42]. They also include models
of the search for information on the web in which the ben-
efits include information gain [34] and even models of how
to use a visual programming language [14]. The analysis of
rationality has also informed empirical studies of tasks such
as driving while using a phone or iPod [9], studies of Power-
point use [11], and of interactive planning [30]. In each case
human behaviour is shown to be an emergent consequence
of adaptation to the task environment and psychological con-
straints.

The goal of the current paper is to explain menu search as
an emergent consequence of adaptation to these same con-
straints. Understanding menu search is important for HCI
because menus are the primary interaction method in most
computer technologies and because there are outstanding de-
sign issues; issues concerning both organisational and layout
factors.There are also many empirical studies of the use of
menus and they continue to present design challenges [6, 10,
17, 20, 28]. Understanding menu search is also important, be-
cause many menu commands are used infrequently and users
often have to search for commands that are new or that have
forgotten locations. Sometimes the search will be localised to
a particular menu and sometimes not. A predictive model of
menu search could assist in research aimed at improving this
ubiquitous and powerful interface technology [3].

Evidence suggests that there is substantial scope for strategic
adaptation in menu search [6, 10, 17, 20, 28]. Despite de-
ceptive simplicity, menus invite a flexible range of behaviour.
Even, for example, the seemingly mundane task of searching
through a vertically arranged textual menu can be achieved by
starting at the top and considering each item or, alternatively,
by guessing where the desired item will be in an alphabeti-
cally ordered or semantically grouped list. Sometimes users
appear to skip over some items but not others [6]. They also
search differently when looking for a known-word than when
looking for a semantically related item [7]. There are many
further possibilities and refinements and many subtle varia-
tions that determine, for example, where to look next, when
to make a guess, and when to search in a different menu en-
tirely. For many users, these are choices that are made quickly
and implicitly.

In the current article we show that the range of observed be-
haviours emerges through psychologically constrained inter-
action with menus. Specifically, we report a cognitive model
of rational menu search that offers the first account in which



predictions of search time and eye movements emerge from
assumptions about the user’s task environment and limita-
tions.

Another goal of the paper is to advance the role of cogni-
tive models as a method for explaining interactive behaviour.
Modelling is important to HCI because it has the potential
to offer more systematic, rigorous and general explanations
of interaction than, for example, verbal descriptions. It is
rigorous, because modeling uses computational methods to
simulate cognitive processes and thereby reduce the potential
for ambiguity and miscalculation. It is systematic, because
otherwise disparate theoretical commitments can be brought
together into a single explanatory framework. Lastly, it is
more general, because the systematicity of theory allows a
large body of facts, e.g., about performance time, sometimes
on very different tasks, to be given a single explanation.

Despite their potential strengths, cognitive models have been
under-exploited in HCI. While there has been a substantial
effort to model menu search and related visual search tasks
[8, 10, 15, 18, 25, 28], these existing models have tended
require the modeler to explicitly define the set of available
strategies. For example, the ACT-R model reported in [10]
implemented a set of production rules to decide which item
to assess next. One of these rules would direct gaze to the
next item in the menu while the other would move gaze to a
randomly selected (and previously unassessed) item. Because
these production rules competed stochastically, the resulting
behaviour was a mix of systematic top-to-bottom scanning
with occasional jumps. The EPIC model reported in [18]
captured item skipping in a different way. Production rules
were used to implement a visual search strategy in which fix-
ations were constrained to fall on new items that were outside
the current field of view (even though they might not be di-
rectly fixated). Despite these differences in the production
rule specifications, the behaviour of both of these models is
restricted to the strategy alternatives that were explicitly de-
fined (hand-coded) by the modeler.

In contrast to the previous models of menu search, the model
reported in the current article has two advantages: (1) it does
not require the modeller to hand-code production rules and,
as a consequence, (2) there are no arbitrary restrictions on the
range of possible behaviours. Instead control knowledge, and
therefore predicted effects for a particular menu design, is an
emergent consequence of rational adaptation to the structure
of interaction, cognitive and perceptual limits, and the goal to
maximise the trade-off between speed and accuracy. In other
words, the model shows how user strategy might emerge from
constraints. Therefore, while the proposed model builds on
a number of insights concerning cognitive mechanisms that
were first proposed with ACT-R and EPIC models [8, 10, 15,
18, 25, 28], it does not require any hand-coded production
rules to make predictions.

In what follows we first review the background to the work.
In particular, we focus on contributions to understanding
Human-Computer Interaction as a rational adaptation to con-
straints. Subsequently, we report a model of menu search
which shows how visual search behaviour is an emergent con-

sequence of adaptation. Critically, the model does not make
any a priori assumptions about either eye movement strategy
or when to select an item (which are usually thought of as a
stopping rule problem). The model is tested with two stud-
ies one of which was chosen to demonstrate that the model
can generate predictions for common computer application
menus and the second of which was chosen so as to provide
a comparison to existing data sets. The first study gener-
ates predictions for users of an Apple Mac who have expe-
rienced a number of applications and a number of the menus
deployed by those applications. The second study tests the
model’s predictions against data from participants in a lab-
oratory experiment reported by [2]. Detailed comparisons to
human performance metrics (including performance time and
eye movements) are provided.

Our primary contributions are:

1. A novel computational model, based on machine learn-
ing, of menu search showing how behaviour is an emergent
consequence of environment, cognition, and utility.

2. A quantitative account of how existing empirical findings
concerning menu search can be explained as rational adap-
tation to constraints.

3. The further development of a general computational mod-
elling framework for explaining the emergence of rational
interactive behaviour.

BACKGROUND
The idea that human interaction with technology can be un-
derstood as a rational adaptation has strong roots in the HCI
and Human Factors literatures [5, 15, 26, 32, 31, 34, 33, 40,
41]. One way to summarise the framework adopted in this lit-
erature is with Figure 1 [31]. In the figure there are four com-
ponents to an explanation of behaviour: Environment, Utility,
Mechanism and Strategy. Utility concerns assumptions about
what a person wants to do. Ecology concerns the statistical
structure of the environment. Mechanism concerns human in-
formation processing capacities. These three components de-
termine a space of strategies, which is the fourth component,
and with a principle of rationality they then jointly determine
the strategy (also called a policy) and therefore a sequence
of actions. In the framework the strategies are an emergent
consequence of rational adaptation to the other components.

The successful application of this framework requires a the-
ory of each of the components in Figure 1. One key set of
constraints are those imposed by the human visual system. In
the vision research literature there has been much recent in-
terest in explaining visual search as an adaptation to visual
processing mechanisms and reward [19, 29, 37, 39]. Key
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Figure 1: The Adaptive Interaction Framework [31]



constraints imposed by the mechanisms concern saccade and
fixation latencies [35] and also the reduction of acuity with
eccentricity from the fovea [25]. It has been shown that given
these constraints, strategies can be derived through the use
of reinforcement learning algorithms [12, 19, 37], though it
is possible that strategies may be acquired by other learning
mechanisms, for example, by cultural transmission, through
instructions, or by evolution.

The approach that we take is also influenced by ideas in opti-
mal control and Machine Learning [5, 36, 38]. A key contri-
bution of this literature has been to provide a formal basis
for learning an optimal control policy given only a defini-
tion of the reward function, the state space, and the action
space. Control knowledge is simply knowledge that deter-
mines what-to-do-when. In the case of menu search it con-
cerns where to move the eyes and when to select an item.
In this framework, the expected value of an action given a
state is the sum of the immediate reward plus the rewards
that would accrue from subsequent actions if that action were
selected. This simple assumption has provided a means of
deriving human visual search strategies in well-known labo-
ratory tasks [12]. It also provides a means by which to de-
rive rational menu search behaviour given assumptions about
utility, ecology and psychological mechanisms but only if the
user’s menu search problem can be defined as a reinforcement
learning problem. In the following section we report a model
that does just that.

Figure 1
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Figure 2: An overview of the adaptive menu search model.

THEORY AND MODEL
Imagine that the goal for a user who is experienced with
menus, but who has never used Apple’s OS X Safari browser

before, is to select ‘Show Next Tab’ from the Safari Window
menu. This task and menu are illustrated to the bottom-left
of Figure 2. A user might solve this goal by first fixating the
top menu item, encoding the word ‘Minimize’; rejecting it
as irrelevant to the target, moving the eyes to the next group
of items, that begins ‘Show Previous Tab’, noticing that this
item is not the target but is closely related and also noticing, in
peripheral vision, that the next item has a similar word shape
and length to the target; then moving the eyes to ‘Show Next
Tab’, confirming that it is the target and selecting it. The aim
of the modelling is that behaviours such as this should emerge
from theoretical assumptions. Importantly, the aim is not to
model how people learn specific menus and the location of
specific items, rather the aim is to model the menu search
task in general. The requirement is that the model should
learn, from experience, the best way to search for new targets
in new, previously unseen, menus.

To achieve this goal we use a state estimation and optimal
control approach. In Figure 2 an external representation of
the displayed menu is fixated and the state estimator encodes
a percept containing information about the relevance of word
shapes (‘Minimise’ and ‘Zoom’, for example have different
lengths) and semantics (word meanings). This information is
used to update a state vector, which has an element for the
shape relevance of every item in the menu, an element for the
semantic relevance of every item in the menu, and an element
for the current fixation location. The vector items are null un-
til estimates are acquired through visual perception. Updates
are made after every fixation, e.g. after fixating ‘Minimize’
in the above example. After having encoded new informa-
tion through visual perception, the optimal controller chooses
an action on the basis of the available state estimate and the
strategy (i.e., the policy that determines a state-action value
function). The chosen action might be to fixate on another
item or to make a selection, or to exit the menu if the target
is probably absent. State-action values are updated incremen-
tally (learned) as reward and cost feedback is received from
the interaction. The menu search problem is thereby defined
as a reinforcement learning problem [38].

The paragraph above offers only a very brief overview of the
theory and it leaves out many of the details. In the following
subsections more detail is provided about how the state esti-
mation and optimal controller work. Subsequently a model
walkthrough is provided.

State estimator
The state estimator (the bottom right of Figure 2) encodes
semantic, alphabetic and shape information, constrained by
visual and cognitive mechanisms.

Semantic relevance

In common with many previous models of menu search [8,
15, 28, 34, 33], our model assumes that people have an abil-
ity to determine the semantic relevance of items by matching
them to the goal specification. To implement this assumption,
we used average pairwise relevance ratings gathered from hu-
man participants (which are taken from [2]). These relevance
ratings are described in detail below. For now, consider the
following example: if the model sampled the goal Zoom and



foveated the word Minimize then it could look-up the rele-
vance score 0.75 which was the mean relevance ranking given
by participants. The level of this relevance score will only ac-
quire meaning (whether it is considered a good or bad match)
during learning. We also assume that people are able to main-
tain a short term representation of the semantic relevance of
items that have been perceived. These are encoded in the
state representation. No capacity limitations are assumed in
this version of the theory.

Note that while the pairwise relevance ratings provide the
model with a substantial database of information they do not
specify the actions that should be taken on the basis of this in-
formation. How the best actions are found is described below
in The Optimal Controller section.

Alphabetics and Shape relevance

The shape of each menu item was represented by its length
in characters. No effort was made to model the shape of in-
dividual characters. The shape relevance had two levels, [0
for non-target length; 1 for target length]. The alphabetic rel-
evance of two items was determined using the distance apart
in the alphabet of their first letters. This was then standard-
ised to a four-level scale between 0 and 1, i.e., [0, 0.3, 0.6,
1].

Saccade duration

The saccade duration D (in milliseconds) was determined
with the following equation [4]:

D = 37 + 2.7A (1)

where A is the amplitude (in terms of visual angle in degrees)
of the saccade between two successive fixations.

Fixation duration

It is known that the average fixation duration for reading
is 200-250ms [35]. However, menu search involves some
matching process and so some additional latency per menu
item gaze is expected. In fact, in a typical menu search task
the mean duration of item gazes was reported as about 400ms
[7] and this is the fixation duration assumed in our model.

Peripheral vision

Visual acuity is known to reduce with eccentricity from the
fovea. In our model, the acuity function was represented as
the probability that each visual feature of the item was recog-
nised. Our model made use of semantic features and shape
features but could easily be enhanced with other features
such as colour. Semantic acuity (the semantic relevance of the
item to the target) was specified as being available within 1�

of the current fixation [23]. The model predictions were com-
pared with the empirical data from Bailly et al. [2]. In their
experiment, the height of the items in the menu was about
0.7�. Hence, our model assumed that the semantic of item
was obtained only when it was fixated. Shape acuity was
specified as a quadratic psychophysical function from [25].
This function was used to determine the availability of the
shape of the item based on the eccentricity and the size of the

item (Equation 2).
8
<

:

P (available) = P (s+X > threshold)
threshold = ae

2 + be+ c

X ⇠ N (s, v ⇥ s)

(2)

where, s is the item size; e is eccentricity; X is random noise
with standard deviation v ⇥ s (v is a constant).

The parameters in Equation 2 were chosen so as to fit the ma-
terials used in Bailly et al. [2]. In their experiment, the height
of an item was 0.75 cm; the distance of the users eyes from
the screen was 65 cm. Participants should therefore have been
able to simultaneously gather information about the shape of
3 items given a fovea of 2�. Parameters for Equation 2 were
set as follows, v = 0.7, b = 0.1, c = 0.1, a = 0.3 and
s = 0.75. These parameter settings resulted in the following
availability probabilities: 0.95 for the item fixated, 0.89 for
items immediately above or below the fixated item, and 0 for
items further away. On each fixation, the availability of the
shape information was determined by these probabilities.

The optimal controller: Strategy/Policy Learning
The function of the optimal controller (top right in Figure 2)
is to choose which action to do next (e.g. to fixate or select
an item). It does so by looking up a value for each action
available and picking one. These values are called q-values,
or state-action values, and are stored in a q-table. A row in
the q-table might, for example, specify that in a state with
many low-relevance items ending the search by exiting the
menu has a high value. One important question concerns how
these q-values are learnt and why they implement the opti-
mal menu search policy. However, to answer this question
we must first briefly describe how learnt q-values are used to
control search. Doing so requires us to introduce the concept
of a Markov Decision Process (MDP); see Figure 3.

Recall the task illustrated in Figure 2 of selecting ‘Show Next
Tab’. The model starts in state s1 (Figure 3), which is the ini-
tial state. As no visual information has been encoded the state
vector [semantic relevance, fixation, word shape relevance] is
null (See the top row of Table 1).

The next step is to choose an action. From each state the
available actions include: an action for fixating on each menu
item, an action for selecting the fixated item, and an action
for stopping the search because the item is believed to be ab-
sent. In the figure, the state-action values (q-values) are rep-
resented on the arcs from states (red circles) to actions (green
circles). (How these q-values are learnt is explained below
but for now assume the values presented in the figure.) If the
menu searcher is greedy then it will select the most valuable
actions as represented by larger q-values. It follows that, us-
ing the MDP in the figure, the model will first fixate on the
first menu item; that is it will choose the ‘fixate 1’ action (with
value q=8) in the uppermost row of green actions in Figure 3
and as a consequence it would fixate the ‘Minimize’ item in
Figure 2.

Having fixated ‘Minimize’ the model encodes the semantic
and shape relevance for the fixated item. The goal is ‘Show
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Figure 3: A part of a solution to a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP) for searching the Safari Window menu. Red
circles labelled ‘s’ represent states. Green circles rep-
resent actions. ‘q’ values represent learned state-action
values. ‘t’ values represent state-action to state transi-
tion probabilities. Action ‘fixate 1’ is the consequence
of choosing the highest value action. The model subse-
quently transitions to state ‘s3’ with probability 0.2.

Action Semantic relevance fixation Shape relevance
start N,N,N,N N N,N,N,N

fixate 1 0, N,N,N 1 0, 0, N,N

fixate 3 0, N, 0.3, N 3 0, 0, 1.0, 1.0
fixate 4 0, N, 0.3, 1.0 4 0, 0, 1.0, 1.0
select 4

Table 1: Example changes in the state representation for
a 4 item menu (N = null). The semantic relevance had 5
levels [Null, 0, 0.3, 0.6, 1].

Next Tab’ and so the relevance of ‘Minimize’ relative to this
goal is likely to be low. The model also encodes shape rele-
vance about neighbouring items in accordance with Equation
2. However, the exact values encoded are subject to noise
because visual information processing is uncertain. As a con-
sequence, the model might end up in either state s2, s3, or s4,
or perhaps back in state s1 if no new information was encoded
after the previous action. The transition probabilities to these
states, t, are shown in the figure. These transition probabil-
ities are a consequence of the interaction between the model
of the visual system and the external environment. After any
action the model is more likely to transition to a state that is
(a) more likely in the environment and (b) more likely to be
encoded by the perceptual model.

Subsequently, assuming that the model has transitioned to
state s3 representing low semantic and low shape relevance,
then the highest value action from this state is to fixate on
item 3 (q=7). In other words, because of the low relevance of
item 1, the model has skipped item 2 and focused on an item
in the next semantic group.

Assumption Description
Utility Utility = 10000 ⇥ correct � 10000 ⇥

error� time, where correct and error are
Boolean variables; the unit of time is ms.

Ecology The ecology concerns the statistical struc-
ture of menus. Menus, in the world, have
a distribution of length (number of items)
and a distribution of group size. Menu
items have a distribution of semantic rele-
vance and shape/length (number of chars).
See Figure 4.

Mechanism People can estimate the semantic relevance
of the foveated menu item. They can also
estimate the shape/length of items in the
periphery, although acuity decreases with
eccentricity. See Equations 1 and 2.

Strategy A strategy (or policy) for menu search is
optimised to Utility, Ecology and Mecha-
nism assuming a state space that consists
of the relevance vectors and the fixation.

Table 2: Summary of assumptions for the adaptive model
of menu search.

Table 1 gives an example of how the state vector is updated
as information is gathered through eye movements and visual
perception.

State and action space

For a set of menus that have a maximum of n items, a state is
represented as a vector V with 2⇥n+1 elements. This con-
sists of n elements for the shape, n for the semantic relevance,
and 1 for the fixation location. The semantic/alphabetic rele-
vance had 5 levels [Null, 0, 0.3, 0.6, 1]. The shape relevance
had 2 levels [0 for non-target length; 1 for target length]. The
fixation was an integer representing one of the menu item lo-
cations [1..n]. From each state there were n + 2 actions, in-
cluding n actions for fixating on n menu item locations, an
action for selecting the fixated item, and an action to exit the
menu without selection (target absent).

Learning

The q-values, as illustrated in Figure 3, represent control
knowledge and are learnt with a reinforcement learning al-
gorithm. The reinforcement learning algorithm used was a
standard implementation of Q-learning. We do not present
the details of the algorithm here but they can be found in any
standard Machine Learning text (e.g. [38]).

Q-learning requires reward and cost feedback so as to learn
the state-action values. A state-action value can be thought
of as a prediction of the future reward minus costs that will
accrue if the action is taken. The rewards and costs must
be combined into a single utility score. We assumed a sim-
ple utility function in which there is a reward for success, a
penalty for an error, and a penalty for time. The time cost is
measured in milliseconds and is determined by the visual in-
formation processing and motor assumptions and by the num-
ber of fixations made. The reward for a correct menu item
selection was +10000; the penalty for an incorrect selection



was �10000. These numbers are large so as to emphasise
accuracy over time. Indeed in the studies reported below the
model achieved 99% accuracy.

Before learning, an empty Q-table was assumed in which all
state-action values were zero. The model therefore started
with no control knowledge and action selection was entirely
random. The model was then trained until performance
plateaued (requiring 20 million trials). On each trial, the
model was trained on a menu constructed by sampling ran-
domly from the ecological distributions of shape and seman-
tic/alphabetic relevance defined below. The model explored
the action space using an ✏-greedy exploration. This means
that it exploited the greedy/best action with a probability 1�✏,
and it explored all the actions randomly with probability ✏. q-
values were adjusted according to the reward and cost feed-
back. The optimal policy acquired through this training was
then used to generate the predictions described below. To do
so the optimal policy was run on a further 10,000 trials of
newly sampled menus, and its performance was recorded.

While we used Q-learning, any MDP solver that is guaran-
teed to converge on the optimal policy is sufficient to derive
the rational adaptation [38]. The Q-learning process is not a
theoretical commitment. Its purpose is merely to find the op-
timal policy. It is not to model the process of learning and is
therefore used to achieve methodological optimality and de-
termine the computationally rational strategy [16, 27].

In summary, Q-learning was used to learn (or estimate) the
value of each state-action pair by simulated experience of in-
teraction with a distribution of menu tasks, where the interac-
tion is mediated by the theory of visual perception and knowl-
edge. The optimal policy is then the greedy policy given the
q-values. The assumptions are summarised, briefly, in Table
2 and explained fully below. (The model was implemented
in Matlab and can be downloaded on request from the first
author.)
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Figure 4: Menu ecology of a real-world menu task (Apple
OS X menus). Left panel: The distribution of semantic
relevance. Right panel: The distribution of menu length.

STUDY 1: PREDICTING REAL-WORLD MENU SEARCH
The purpose of this first study was to examine the model’s
predictions on commonly used computer application menus.
The task was to search for specific target items in a vertically
arranged menu. How items were organised in the menu was
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Figure 5: The search duration taken by the optimal strat-
egy for each type of menu (95% confidence intervals
(C.I.s))

varied. Items could be unorganised, alphabetically organised,
or semantically organised. To determine the statistical prop-
erties of a menu search environment we used the results of a
previous study [1] in which the menus of 60 applications from
Apple OS X were sampled. Together these applications used
a total 1049 menus, and 7802 menu items. We used these
to determine the ecological distribution of menu length, item
length, semantic group size and first letter frequencies (for al-
phabetic search). The probability of each length (number of
characters) is shown in Figure 4 right panel. The mean item
length was 11.5, the median was 10 and the standard devi-
ation was 6.82. The most frequent menu item length was 4
characters. As should be expected the distribution is skewed,
with a long tail of low probability longer menu items.

We then ran a study in which we asked 31 participants to rate
how likely two menu items were to appear close together on
a menu. Each participant rated 64 pairs that were sampled
from the Apple OS X Safari browser menu items. The prob-
ability of each semantic relevance rating is shown in Figure
4 left panel. These ratings were used both to construct exam-
ple menus and to implement the model’s semantic relevance
function.

Results
All results are for the optimal strategy (after learning), unless
stated otherwise. The optimal policy achieved 99% selection
accuracy. The utility of all models plateaued, suggesting that
the learned strategy was a good approximation to the optimal
strategy.

Search duration

Figure 5 is a plot of the duration required for the optimal pol-
icy to make a selection given four types of experience crossed
with three types of test menu. The purpose of this analysis is
to show how radically different patterns of behaviour emerge
from the model based on how previously experienced menus
were organised. Prior to training (the left most Initial set of
three bars in the figure), the model offers the slowest per-
formance; it is unable to take advantage of the structure in
the alphabetic and semantic menus because it has no control
knowledge. After training on a distribution of Unorganised
menus (far right set in the figure), performance time is better
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Figure 6: The proportion of gazes on the target location
for each type of menu (95% C.I.s).
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Figure 7: The model’s prediction of skipping (mean gap
between fixations).

than prior to training. However, there is no difference in per-
formance time between the different menu organisations. Af-
ter training on a distribution of semantically organised menus
(middle right set in the figure), the model is able to take ad-
vantage of semantic structure, but this training is costly to
performance on alphabetic and unorganised menus. After
training on a distribution of alphabetically organised menus
(middle left set in the figure), the model is able to take advan-
tage of alphabetic ordering, but this training is again costly
to the other menu types. The optimal policy must switch the
policy depending on the menu type.

Gaze distribution

Figure 6 shows the effect of the menu organisation/layout on
the distribution of gazes landing on target items. This is one
measure of the effectiveness of each menu organisation for
finding the target. A higher proportion of gazes on the tar-
get suggests a better organisation for search. The plots show
the advantage of the alphabetic and semantic menus over the
unorganised menus. The reason that there is higher propor-
tion of gaze on the target item in the alphabetic and semantic
menus is that in the emergent policy more low relevance items
could be skipped (See Figure 7).

Effect of semantic grouping

Figure 8 shows the effect of different semantic groupings on
performance time. It contrasts the performance time predic-
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Figure 9: Menu ecology for the experimental menu search
task. Left panel: The distribution of semantic relevance.
Right panel: The length distribution.

tions for menus that are organised into 3 groups of 3 or into
2 groups of 5. The contrast between these kinds of design
choices has been studied extensively before (See e.g. [28]).
What has been observed is an interaction between the effect
of longer menus and the effect of the number of items in each
semantic group (See [28] Figure 8). As can be seen in Fig-
ure 8 while the effect of longer menus (3 ⇥ 3 = 9 versus
2 ⇥ 5 = 10) is longer performance times in the unorganised
and alphabetic menus, the effect of organisation (3 groups of
3 versus 2 of 5) gives shorter performance times in the se-
mantic condition. This prediction corresponds closely to a
number of studies (See [28] Figure 8).

Discussion
The results show that deriving strategies using a reinforce-
ment learning algorithm, given plausible assumptions about
the menu search problem (Table 2), can lead to reasonable
predictions about human behaviour in ecologically valid task
environments. In the following section we test these predic-
tions against data from a study of human participants using a
small set of representative menus.

STUDY 2: TESTING THE MODEL AGAINST HUMAN DATA
While the previous model demonstrated the viability of the
approach it did not provide an opportunity to test the predic-
tions against human data. In this section we test the model
against two previously reported data sets [2, 7]. The data set
reported by Bailly et al. [2] has the advantage that it includes
eye movement and task performance time data. However, it
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Figure 10: The proportion of gazes on the target location
for each of the three types of menu (95% C.I.s).

has the disadvantage that the distributions of menu length,
menu item length and semantics do not correspond to the
ecological distributions. Therefore, while this model shares
all of the cognitive, visual, and utility assumptions with the
above model, it does not share the same assumptions about
the environment. Instead, for the experimental environment
the distributions of semantic relevance and menu length was
determined using relevance ratings reported in [2]. In addi-
tion, the experiment menus were 8-items (2 groups of 4) and
12-items (3 groups of 4). The distribution is plotted in Figure
9. The data set reported by Brumby et al. [7] reveals the effect
on search of whether or not the exact target word is known.

As with the previous model, this model was trained on dis-
tributions of menus and menu items sampled from the eco-
logical distributions. It was trained on 20 million samples.
The optimal policy was then used to generate the predictions
described in the following results section.

Results
We report a range of effects predicted by the optimal pol-
icy and compare them to the human data. As before, the
optimal policy achieved 99% accuracy which corresponded
with the reported participant accuracy level [2]. We report
effects of menu layout on performance time and also effects
on gaze distribution. The gaze distributions provide evidence
that both model and people strategically adjust behaviour to
the particular menu organisation.

Target location effect on gaze distribution

Figure 10 shows the effect of target position on the distribu-
tion of item gazes for each menu organisation. The model is
compared to human data reported in [2]. The adjusted R

2 for
each of the three organisations (alphabetic, unorganised, se-
mantic) are 0.84, 0.65, 0.80. In the top left panel, the model’s
gaze distribution is a consequence of both alphabetic antici-
pation and shape relevance in peripheral vision. Interestingly,
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Figure 11: Search time for 8 and 12 item menus each or-
ganised in three different ways. Top panel for humans [2],
bottom panel for the model. The predict effects are long
but the directions are confirmed.

both the model and the participants selectively gazed at tar-
gets at either end of the menu more frequently than targets in
the middle. This may reflect the ease with which words begin-
ning with early and late alphabetic words can be located. In
the top right panel, there is no organisational structure to the
menu and the model’s gaze distribution is a consequence of
shape relevance only in peripheral vision. The model offers a
poor prediction of the proportion of gazes on the target when
it is in position 1, otherwise, as expected, the distribution is
relatively flat in both the model and the participants. In the
bottom left panel, the model’s gaze distribution is a function
of semantic relevance and shape relevance. Here there are
spikes in the distribution at position 1 and 5. In the model,
this is because the emergent policy uses the relevance of the
first item of each semantic group as evidence of the content
of that group. In other words, the grouping structure of the
menu is evidence in the emergent gaze distributions. The ag-
gregated data is shown in the bottom right panel; the model
predicts the significant effect of organisation on gaze distribu-
tion, although it predicts a larger effect for alphabetic menus
than was observed.

Effect of length (8 v 12) on duration

It is known that people take longer to search menus with more
items. Figure 11 shows that the model predicts the effect ob-
served by [2].

Effect of known- versus unknown-target on duration

Using the same materials as [2], Brumby et al. [7] have shown
that people are slower at searching menus when given only a
semantic description of the target (rather than being told the
exact target word). To capture this effect, we implemented



a variant of the model that was given a semantically related
word rather than the target word. The model could therefore
not make use of the shape of items located in peripheral vi-
sion during search. All other assumptions remained the same.
This meant that the model had to directly fixate items in or-
der to assess them. We found that this variant of the model
performed slower (M = 2183 ms, SD = 777 ms) than the stan-
dard model (M = 1458 ms, SD = 760 ms). It predicted known-
versus unknown-target effect observed in [7].

DISCUSSION
We have reported a model in which search behaviours were
an emergent consequence of a combination of three sources
of constraint: the ecological structure of interaction, the cog-
nitive and perceptual limits, and the goal to maximise the
trade-off between speed and accuracy. The model was tested
with two studies of its predictions. The first study involved
applying the model to a real world distribution of menu items
and in the second study the model was compared to human
data from a previously reported experiment. The model was
thereby tested against existing empirical findings concerning
the effect of menu organisation, menu length, and whether or
not the target is a known word. The predictions of the model
were largely supported by the experimental evidence.

Unlike in previous models, no assumptions were made about
the gaze strategies available to or adopted by users, rather
the menu search problem was specified as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP) and behaviour emerged from solving the rein-
forcement learning problem. The states of the MDP were de-
fined by a theory of foveal and peripheral vision that encoded
information about semantic and word shape relevance. Un-
like production system based approaches (ACT-R and EPIC)
there are no rules programmed by the modeller, rather the
strategy is emergent from the constraints.

While the reported models demonstrate that it is possible to
predict user behaviour with both a real world and a laboratory
menu system the method also has potential to predict perfor-
mance with interesting design variations. It could be used,
for example, to verify performance predictions with automat-
ically designed interfaces [3]. It could also be extended to
predict visual search of icons [25] or any other means of lay-
ing out options spatially on a display. It could also be used
to predict rational strategies in aimed movement required for
using a mouse or a touch surface [31, 39].

Also, while we have reported a model of menu search, the
theory that underpins the model and much of the way in
which the problem was solved using machine learning, is po-
tentially general to many modelling problems in HCI. Indeed
elements of this argument have been made by a number of
authors [12, 31, 33, 41]. A key property of the approach is
that behavioural predictions are derived by maximising util-
ity given a quantitative theory of the constraints on behaviour,
rather than by maximising fit to the data. Although this op-
timality assumption is sometimes controversial, the claim is
simply that users will do the best they can with the resources
that are available to them. Further discussions of this issue
can be found in [21, 27, 31].

Finally, there are many issues that need to be resolved. For
example, the conversion of the Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) into an MDP by assuming a psy-
chologically plausible state estimation is known to fail to
achieve an exact solution to the POMDP. Further work is
required to understand the properties of a model in which,
unlike ours, an optimal action is found for each possible be-
lief over the states of the world (a belief state). Further work
is also required to understand how this approach can be ex-
tended to capture the range of phenomena associated with
skilled menu use [13]. Scalability is also a concern and the
analyses presented in the paper required substantial computa-
tion. As noted above, the semantic relevance had 5 levels and
shape had 2 levels. Therefore, the state space for an 8-item
menu is 58 ⇥ 28 ⇥ 8 states. But, this is an upper-bound and
because the menus have structure, the state space experienced
during training is much smaller.
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